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Great: Bourdon 16', Principal 8', Octave 4', Superoctave 2', Mixture, Trumpet 8', Gr/Gr 4', Sw/Gr
Positif: Bourdon 16', Clarinet 8', Oboe 8', Mixture, Pos/Pos 4'
Sw: Open Diapason 8', Flûte 8', Principal 4', Mixture, Oboe 8'
Ped: Contrabass 16', Double Diapason 16', Principal 8', Octave 4', Posaune 16', Trumpet 8'

Very Broad

I

II

Slightly faster

III

Ped: Trumpet 8'
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Gr. - Mixture, -T rumpet 8'
Pos: - Mixture, - Oboe 8'
Sw: - Mixture

Gr. - Gr/Gr 4'      Sw: + Mixture    Ped: + Sw/Ped
VI L'atto tempo

Pos: - Pos/Pos 4', + Gedackt 8'

lyrical

Sw: - Mixture, - Oboe 8'
VII \( \text{Tempo I} \)

Ped: - Posaune 16', - Contrabass 16', + Bourdon 16'

VIII \( \text{Not too fast} \)

Gr:
Staff 36

Staff 38

Staff 39

Staff 40

 staff 51

Staff 53

Staff 50
Gr.: Principal 8', Octave 4', Pos/Gr, Pos/Gr 4'
Pos: Stopped Diapason 8'
Sw: Flûte 8', Nazard 2 2/3'
Ped: 16' Bourdun, Flûte 8'

X: Canon I

Sw: Tempo I

Somewhat faster

Pos: + Chimney Flute 4'
XII  Tempo I  
(poco più mosso)

XIII: Canon II

Sw.: Nazard, + 2' Piccolo

Ped: -Gr/Ped

Ped: + Pos/Ped, + Open Diapason 8'
XIV  Slightly faster

XV  Not too fast

Ped: + Bassoon 8'
Gr: +Mixture, - Pos/Gr 4'
Pos: + Sw/Pos, + Mixture

Not too fast

Gr: +Mixture, - Pos/Gr 4'
Pos: + Sw/Pos, + Mixture

Ped: + Bassoon 8'
XVI  Not too fast
Gr: + Trumpet 8'
Pos: + Clarinet 8'
Ped: + Posaune 16'
Ped: - Bombard 32' and 16'
Gr: - Sw/Gr 4'
Pos: - Sw/Pos, - Mixture
Cresc: 0
Gr: - Sw/Gr 4'
Pos: - Sw/Pos, - Mixture
Ped: - Bombard 32' and 16'
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